OMEGA Platform Lift

The OMEGA platform lift gives wheelchair users or disabled peo-

Indoor execution

Our experience is your advantage !

ple the possibility to overcome staircases or steep ramps without
and attendant assistance.

► Suitable for all kinds of staircases
► Extremely space saving because of its
slim construction

Indoors or outdoors - the lift gently integrates into every surrounding area. Whether for private or public uses, straight or curved
staircases, the OMEGA is a synonym for mobility, quality and
pleasure of life.

► Confirming to the highest safety and
quality standards - CE certified
► Intermediate landings are possible
► Universal exertion - executed with
platform and/or folding seat

Because of the extreme space saving and compact construction,
the installation is possible at almost all staircases. When the platform is folded the OMEGA is the narrowest stairlift on the market!

► Individual platform sizes and colours
are possible

OMEGA Platform lift

Outdoor execution

Even for longer courses across the garden the OMEGA is a very reliably lift.

OMEGA seat version

Especially outdoors the OMEGA meets a solid, however shapely lift
system.

Neither bad weather conditions nor a steep, respectively uneven terrain
can brave the OMEGA. This resistance is granted by a hot galvanized
execution of the complete plant. Electric components are moisture-proof.

Suited to the local conditions the OMEGA is applicable nearly everywhere.

Simply along staircases or across
Elegant designed as well
as resistant against worthy weather conditions,
the optional possible
stainless steel execution
is captivating.

Reliability for outdoor areas !
► Rail in hot galvanized execution

the silhouette of a garden area,
the OMEGA brings you safety and
comfortable

to

your

destination.

The OMEGA stairlift
reliably and save

► Optional possible in stainless steel
► Electric components are moisture-proof
► Suitable for transport of goods
► Long distances are feasible
For more information, please contact

